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Electroweak baryogenesis provides a unique solution to the puzzle of the observed matter-antimatter
asymmetry of our universe. The electroweak phase transition of the Standard Model (SM) is a smooth
crossover, and takes place at a low scale that is inconsistent with many precision CP-violation measure-
ments. All together, this does not fulfill the needs for electroweak baryogenesis. Alternatively, we can
imagine a modified Higgs sector where the electroweak symmetry is never restored, or only restored at very
high energy. Such possibilities of “delayed” electroweak symmetry breaking or non-restoration allow new
considerations for viable baryogenesis mechanisms. In Fig. 1 we show diagrammatically an illustration of
the thermal history from Ref.1.

In the case where the electroweak symmetry breaking is “delayed”, meaning it took place at a high
critical temperature due to the modified scalar sector as for instance considered in Refs.1–5, one has more
freedom in introducing high scale CP-violation that are still consistent with the precision CP tests such as
the electron EDM.

In the case where the electroweak symmetry is never restored, for instance in the setup of Refs.2,6,
other baryogenesis mechanisms such as GUT baryogenesis are possible. It partially avoids the sphalerons
erasure problem, but one needs to quantify the total amount of erasure through the long evolution from high
temperatures to the current low temperature, setting requirements for the needed asymmetries at a given
scale.

In the above scenarios, one usually needs to introduce large number of scalars to modify the Higgs
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potential without hitting Landau poles at nearby scales. Furthermore, these scenarios all rely on large ther-
mal correction for the scalar potentials. It is critical to check whether such construction is robust against
corrections, including renormalization-group flow, various resummations (e.g, daisy and super-daisy resum-
mation) of the thermal effects, etc. These scenarios potentially generate new cosmological probes, collider
tests in the energy frontier, and precision tests at the intensity frontier. In this LOI, we express our interests
in studying the viable models and the allowed baryogenesis mechanisms, and in addition explore many of
the phenomenological implications at various frontiers.
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic of the field and temperature
regime of the electroweak non-restoration/delayed
restoration scenarios.
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